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Explore a vast world where open fields and huge dungeons with three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. A multiplayer version of the classic fantasy RPG, features an exciting journey where you fight enemies together with your friends in real time.
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Elden Ring Features Key:
A full fantasy world that is full of life.

There are countless things to do and see during your adventure, and the Lands Between that you travel will be different every time you run them.
A vast custom character creation system that allows you to freely combine swords, armor, magic, and other equipment.

A high sense of freedom of experimentation at the beginning of your adventures. You are free to experiment, and your battles will be more fun if you take on what challenges you can master here instead of just playing what you can in the beginning.
A full RPG system with various dungeons as the items you accumulate. Become a tyrant using one of these dungeons, and become a powerful guild to rule over people!

A high degree of variety in each area of the world, from the wide open fields where you can fight monsters from a distance in an open world, to the perilous dungeons where you can use your skills to fight.
An offline role-playing system that takes just a few minutes per character.

An online role-playing system that runs in parallel with the offline system. Players that are in the online mode will be notified of actions that are taken by other players. Please note that it is not possible to take control of other players in the role-playing game.
A Co-op progression system with multiple character-base online function where you can link up with other characters over the Internet. The game can be enjoyed together with others, or with friends on a different time schedule, taking on the challenge of the treasures and

dungeons of the Elden Ring.
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All topics, quests and mini-tasks will be accepted as far as made by the server admin team.
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GAME OF THE MONTH by: Christine H "One of the Best RPG’s on the market. ELDEN RING is truly original, a game unlike any other, with a wonderful combat system. The RPG aspect feels at home while the story has the best medieval fantasy I have ever read. The art and music
are beautiful and it really makes the game look and feel like the Middle Ages. This game cannot be missed. I am eagerly waiting for the expansion to come out, which will only enhance the storyline and even more magnificent, the gameplay." THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise,
Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. REVIEWS ELDEN RING game: GAME OF THE MONTH by: Christine H "One of the Best RPG’s on the market. ELDEN RING is truly original, a game unlike any
other, with a wonderful combat system. The RPG aspect feels at home while the story has the best medieval fantasy I have ever read. The art and music are beautiful and it really makes the game look and feel like the Middle Ages. This game cannot be missed. I am eagerly
waiting for the expansion to come out, which will only enhance the storyline and even more magnificent, the gameplay." THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands
Between. REVIEWS ELDEN RING game: GAME OF THE MONTH by: Christine H "One of the Best RPG’s on the market. ELDEN RING is truly original, a game unlike any other, with a wonderful combat system. The RPG aspect feels at home while the story has the best medieval fantasy
I have ever read. The art and music are beautiful and it really makes the game look and feel like the Middle Ages. This game cannot be missed. I am eagerly waiting for the expansion to come out, which will only enhance the storyline and even more magnificent, the gameplay."
THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. REVIEWS ELDEN RING game: GAME OF THE MONTH by: Christine bff6bb2d33
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How to Create a Character and Summon the World in World Journey to a Vast World to Create Your Own Character Each time you complete the quest "The Prophecy of The Four Elden Lords," you can create your own character, where you can freely combine the equipment,
weapons, armor, and magic that you equip. You can develop your character according to your play style, such as increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or mastering magic. In addition to customizing the appearance of your character, you can freely assign
the abilities of six Skill Trees. Select any one of the Skill Trees and assign powerful skills for special situations. In particular, the major skills of the Mages skill tree were developed with the goal of allowing easy progression. As you level up, you can assign the equipped items from
your backpack to the four equipped slots, and automatically gain experience. You can increase the number of equipped items to increase the experience, or increase the experience rate to increase the number of items to equip. Furthermore, you can change the special skills that
you equip without equipment. They have the following effects. APM - Action Points: (1AP = 1 Attack + 1 Magic + 1 Support)APM is a recovery item that is obtained by combat, and increases when moving. You can use APM to instantly recover 10% of your experience points when
you receive damage. APM also increases when moving. You can confirm the status of APM before using it. If APM is too small, you may have a hard time when fighting, even if you are not attacked. Therefore, you can use APM to increase APM while moving. APT - Action Points per
Turn: (1AP = 1 Attack + 1 Magic + 1 Support + 1 Defense)APT is a recovery item that is obtained by combat, and increases when moving. You can use APT to instantly recover 40% of your experience points when you receive damage. APT also increases when moving. You can
confirm the status of APT before using it. If APT is too small, you may have a hard time when fighting, even if you are not attacked. Therefore, you can use APT to increase APT while moving. Action Points: (AP = 1 Attack + 1 Magic + 1 Support)AP is obtained by the activities and
actions of attacking an enemy or defending yourself. AP increases when moving, attacking an enemy, or defending yourself. You

What's new:

Failed to load data Trailers Community Chemistry - 21534 "In the Lands Between, place down the earth you've gathered and see what comes to life. In short, a cool fantasy RPG."
Game only in Japanese About This Game: * "Thank you for playing our games" If you want to play our games because of your own enjoyment, and not because of advertisements
or friends or because they were difficult to play, please continue to play even if you are only a user. * Amount of fun depends on oneself You can increase your fun in various
ways through active skill use, bringing together fun and freedom. However, how much fun you can gain is entirely up to yourself. * Engage in an underground war among
Tarnished Lords You will obtain powerful weapons through war between Tarnished Lords. By using the transferred attributes of your Tarnished Lords, you can forcefully attack
and invade other Tarnished Lords. * Powerful magic is waiting for you Hundreds of magical weapons can be saved, and a large number of weapons can be used simultaneously.
Such skills and weapons are deeply linked to the flow of the story and your gameplay, so develop your own characters individually. * Role-playing including heart-shaking scenes
In the fast-paced RPG genre, the story is contained in each step, and in addition to well-planned battles, there are love scenes, strong scenes, and even scenes of betrayal and
revenge. Dragon Quest: Legends Will be released exclusively in the Americas and Europe for Nintendo 3DS in 2015. In addition to the main story, you can experience the console
story, a sequel RPG of Dragon Quest IX Dragon Quest: Dai no Daibōken, a new fantasy action RPG based on the online role-playing game Dragon Quest Online, Dragon Quest
Monsters: Joker 2, Dragon Quest Monsters: Terry, Dragon Quest Monsters: Joker 3 and the upcoming Dragon Quest Heroes: Joker 2. Innovations & Entertainment: Game Game
only in Japanese About This Game: * "Thank you for playing our games" If you want to play our games because of your own enjoyment, and not because of advertisements or
friends or because they were difficult to play, please continue to play even if you are only a user. * Amount of 
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Don't forget to visit links bellow:An FBI warning from 2010 that young people were “exploiting the commercialized peer-to-peer file-sharing networks,” including BitTorrent, to
download pirated copies of popular movies and games has resurfaced as Bollywood’s leading stars spend millions of rupees to press for laws allowing them to release their films
only through digital means. The FBI’s warning came at a time when a digital divide between the developed and developing world existed, particularly for television, and people
like me were the first to benefit. It also coincided with the rise in the number of mobile phones and the proliferation of mobile bandwidth. So the idea of buying and watching
pirated movies was a novelty. But in the decade since, Hollywood has blocked more digital distribution channels while local industries in developing nations have benefited from
the technology. Digital distribution on the other hand has made piracy so much easier. Sites like iblockbastard.com, which can be linked to bitcoin.org, allow users to download
any kind of file almost immediately. Legal download portals have taken years and millions of dollars to set up and update. Even Youtube, which once tried to limit illegal
downloads by linking to Google Drive, now only lets users copy videos for their own use — in addition to broadcast. These are the benefits that Bollywood now hopes to leverage
in a bid to reduce piracy. Its worst fears have been realized as people take to the internet to rent and share any kind of content. But this time around, Bollywood wants to roll
back the progress that movie lovers in the west have made and help pirates to corner the market — not regulate them. Movies and software remain the top forms of media
piracy. The industry is targeting the latter first since it is so easy to copy. Software for example is sold on BitTorrent and gaming is widely shared on sites like Mininova. Most of
the pirated content is still bootlegged: i.e., music, videos and software are ripped from the original, uploaded to a website and then distributed from there. While local films have
historically been distributed within the country using physical means, there have been some great exceptions. The first digital cinema system was India’s
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The ultimate game collection starting with 57 of the best games.

With the full blown package Ultimate Game Collection You get the most popular PC games - including 6 of 7 most popular games.
Play again and again, collect and replay them all - for free. For only 500 MB of this 1 GB package you get 57 games of 64 A

The Best, Free Toolkit for Games Creators. Use it to Create a Responsive Website or App, Free Download for Windows.
With a convenient User Interface, Compatible with various Programming Languages, Mobile Games also Work, and Free for Any Site. To Check it out go there: " "

Please subscribe
You can also check for more games here. 
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

Chrome: Operating System: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 Processor: Intel Pentium IV / AMD Athlon Memory: 2 GB of RAM HDD Space: 100 MB free disk space Video: NVIDIA Geforce 7800 or
ATI X800 series Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card DirectX: Version 9.0c Web Browser: Internet Explorer 8 or higher Firefox 3 or higher Safari 3 or
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